
1 DESCRIBE THE BASIS OF FEMINIST CRIMINOLOGY

Feminist criminology emerged out of the realisation that criminology has from its inception centred on men Describe the
basis of feminist criminology. More than one million women are currently under the supervision of the criminal justice .

Feminist criminology encompasses a wide range of theoretical perspectives and methodologies that place the
ways in which gender shapes experience at the center of scholarly inquiry. Once I graduated, I still did not
know what career path was right for me, so I took a year off. Chivalry had only positive effects on women
who were essentially more deceitful than men, and were the instigators rather than the perpetrators of crime.
Thomas published Sex and Society in which he argued that men and women possessed essentially different
personality traits. This focus has been in part due to the relationship of criminology with legislative and
corrections systems. However, the term feminist criminology is somewhat misleading; it might perhaps be
better to speak of feminist criminologies. In , one of every 42 2. Similarly, Social Control Theories , such as
Hirschi's Social Bond Theory, focuses almost exclusively on social class at the expense of gender and race.
July Learn how and when to remove this template message Strain theories are criticised by feminists as
betraying a double standard. Furthermore, in criminal cases women have used defences such as post-natal
depression as the reason for infanticide and other crimes. Discussion[ edit ] This article is written like a
personal reflection, personal essay, or argumentative essay that states a Wikipedia editor's personal feelings or
presents an original argument about a topic. Prior history of offending, and seriousness of offence, are
fundamental factors in determining severity of sentence, for any offender. More than , of these women are
confined in state and federal prisons or local jails. They all have focused on different reasons and different
explanations to answer why people inflict violence. An absence rather than availability of employment
opportunities liberation thesis would seem a more plausible explanation for increases in female crime. In any
event, women are more afraid to go out of the home after dark because they fear aggressive male behavior.
Less flatteringly, The Criminality of Women also claimed that women prefer professions like maids, nurses,
teachers, and homemakers so that they can engage in undetectable crime. The statistics generated by crime
reporting show that fewer women commit crimes, and far fewer women are victims of crime, but there has
been little research to explain this difference. Once these variables are entered into the equation, it is possible
to conclude that female offenders are not being treated any differently from males in equivalent circumstances.
It seems that women are not committing the "big take" offences like stock fraud and other white-collar crimes,
or bank robberies. However, these feminist approaches have in common their focus on the ways in which the
gendered structure of society is related to crime. The smallest increases in arrests coincided with periods of the
greatest increase in economic activity with the most common offense being that of shop lifting. The 'new
female' criminal turns out to be the 'old maladjusted masculine female' of traditional criminology, rejecting her
proper feminine role such as institutionalising rather than incarcerating women who commit 'male' offences
such as robbery, i. Simon predicted that the criminal justice system would start treating men and women
offenders equally. Women were more passive and less criminally capable. Naffine probably represents the
best example of this critique, but there are other critiques, such as the characterisation of females as
"helpmates" or facilitators of crime in the Strain Theories of Albert K. Fear is the most common impact of
domestic violence on children McGee  Nearly three-quarters  Women were therefore protected: their criminal
activity was less likely to be detected, reported, prosecuted, or sentenced harshly. Feminists now call for the
inclusion of women into criminological teaching, research, theory and publications. Some criminologists
suggest a link between "hormonal changes in pregnancy, menstruation and female criminal behaviour" and
crime Burke [ verification needed ]. Smart argues that this determinate model of female criminality assumes
an "inherent and natural distinction exists between the temperament, ability and conditionability of men and
women". Feminists have levelled complaints at this angle of criminology that assumes females are controlled
by their biology and are incapable of thinking for themselves; feminists point out that while criminological
thinking has surpassed the gloomy days of biological determinism and the predetermined actor model of
crime, criminological explanations of female crime has not.


